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Executive Summary

This report presents the findings of a research conducted as a part of Adfeed-project. In this
research, we interviewed eight marketing managers operating in the field of home and
housing about the expectations and experiences they had towards new online advertising
concepts and techniques like virtual home design services.

The results show that companies have high interests towards novel means in online marketing
and the use of Internet as a business tool, but the views are shaped differently according to the
company’s size, place in the supply chain and market area. The biggest challenges are the
fragmentation of the advertising markets, the ever increasing price competition and the
utilization of user participation.

(Cover: Norwegian 3D home design tool RoomSketcher; www.roomsketcher.com)
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1 Introduction

This research was carried out within Adfeed-project, which is supported by
TEKES as part of the Next Media programme of TIVIT. The aim of the Adfeed -
project is to research new advertising concepts - applying for example social
media services, augmented reality features and location awareness - in order to
find new potential revenue models for media.

One of the case studies focuses on new advertising services that combine features
of social media and Augmented Reality (AR) or 3D modelling in real estate
media. Research concentrates on home design services, which help users to figure
out what kind of renovation and decoration materials to pick for a home and what
kind of furniture, household appliances and home electronics to choose for an
esthetically pleasing home environment.

In addition to experiences of individual users, potential future advertisers and their
needs are a focal element in planning business ecosystems for new advertising
concepts. Companies’ marketing practice, future insights and co-operation with
advertising agencies can all affect the success of advertising concepts. With new
concepts, advertiser perceived challenges and risks are especially important,
because they reflect the questions that have to be solved by concept design,
business model and sales. In Adfeed-project, potential advertisers are taken into
account already in the early conceptualization phases side by side with end-user
experiences.

In this research, the goal was to find out about the attitudes, expectations and
possible experiences advertisers’ operating in the home and housing field have
towards new advertising concepts and techniques - social media, virtual design
services, augmented reality and multi-company advertising platforms – and to
gain understanding about the underlying motives behind them.

2 Research Method

2.1 Theme Interviews

The empirical part of the research was conducted as qualitative theme interviews.
We interviewed eight managers whose businesses’ have marketing interests in the
field of home design. In order to make this relatively small sampling as extensive
as possible, we selected companies that differed in revenue, product category and
supply chain position (see Table 1). This said, we wish to emphasize two key
characteristics that all the interviewee’s had: Firstly, all the managers shared a
highly professional view towards housing in Finland and the money spent on it.
Secondly, all the managers were - partly or completely – ultimately responsible
about their company’s marketing decisions.

The interview consisted of three parts: At first we discussed about the current and
near-future practices, plans and challenges in marketing and specifically in online
marketing. One of the key questions was the technical readiness and
organizational willingness towards the new marketing concepts, like 3D interior
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design. To concretize the idea of possible future marketing concept, we then
presented a short demonstration video about a novel 3D design tool and marketing
environment RoomSketcher (then Viseno), and the managers were interviewed
about the marketing use of such a tool in Finland. Lastly, three different future
marketing scenarios (designed by VTT [Oksman, Kulju and Väätänen (2011):
User Needs and preliminary Scenarios], see Appendix 1) were presented and we
discussed about the opportunities and challenges the managers saw in them from
their point of view. The interviews were carried out in May and June 2011.

2.2 Overview of the Participated Companies

As seen in Table 1, the companies varied a lot in terms of revenue, position in
supply chain and operation field. It is also noteworthy, that the companies differ
greatly in terms of experience: One is only a couple of year’s old growth
company, while three of the companies were established already in the 19th

century and are well-known brands in Finland. It is therefore justifiable to assume
that operating age is another factor that brings diverse and rich perspectives to
marketing strategies and to our interview data.

Table 1: Overview of the Companies

Participant Field Position Revenue*

C1 Apartments Manufacturer / Seller
(global) 240 m€

C2 HPAC (b2b) Manufacturer / Seller
(global) 117 m€

C3 Paints and Coatings Manufacturer
(international) 107 m€

C4 Furniture Importer / Reseller
(domestic) 52 m€

C5 Interior textiles Manufacturer / Seller
(international) 50m€

C6 Hardware /
Renovation Retailer (regional) 30 m€

C7 Consumer electronics Importer / Reseller
(domestic) 12 m€

C8 Wall Panels Manufacturer
(domestic) 0,3 m€

* In Finland, 2009 or 2010

According to interviewees, companies’ marketing budgets ranged from € 60 000
to € 7.2 million, however these figures are hardly comparable due to subjective
and heterogeneous definitions of marketing expenses. Naturally all companies had
some marketing visibility in the Internet, and all of them had an online product
catalogue. Products could be purchased online in four companies (see Table 2).

Social media and user participation roused highly positive comments from one
respondent, and one saw it as a risk. Others more or less accepted it as an
unavoidable phenomenon of today’s business. Three companies used social media
strategically, and two others were active in some level.
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Table 2: Current  Marketing

Participant

Most
Important
Marketing
Channel

Online Catalogue Online Sale
Use of Social

Media in
Marketing

C1 Internet Yes N/A Yes
C2 Agents Yes No Some
C3 TV Yes No** Yes
C4 Print Yes Yes Some
C5 Internet Yes Yes Yes
C6 Print Yes* No None
C7 Print Yes Coming None
C8 Agents Yes No** None

* Chain has a product catalogue, own with prices coming in the near future
** Some resellers do online sale

3D digital modeling of products was nothing new; however it was at the time of
interviews mainly used in design and b2b communication. Only one company
currently utilized it significantly in end-user marketing. The greatest reason for
modest utilization was poor investment / profit relationship, caused by the
perceived lack of users or the rapid pace of change in product lines:

“... if the collection changes four times a year, they (the exporters) don’t find it
reasonable to produce those (3D models) again after a short while.”

3 Results

3.1 Part 1: Future of Marketing

In overall, the managers were, regardless of their field, highly conscious about the
existing marketing trends and were somewhat familiar with the concepts and
terms presented. Companies relations to external advertising agencies or
consultants were not under study, but it became evident that the managers
received hints and ideas both from inside and outside their partner network. To
say it bluntly, they were constantly bombarded with marketing agents and
agencies. Like one interviewee put it:

“Social media consults approach us on daily basis.”

Even though actual online sale played major role in only one manager’s company
(C5), all of the respondents took Internet very seriously businesswise. Strikingly,
four of the companies were just about to reform their websites, and three others
had already practical plans. New websites offer increased interactivity, user
participation and/or visual attractiveness.

In overall, interviewees saw that the importance of Internet and electronic
marketing was increasing in the future. User participation and increased
transparency clearly shaped the views about future marketing. Respondents used
terms like interaction, communality, trustworthiness, customization and filtering
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when describing the future advertising. Businesswise, service was seen as a factor
of increasing significance across the board.

When asked about the future challenges of marketing, three matters rose above
others:

- How to reach customers in fragmented environment?
- How to take and/or utilize user participation (or social media)?
- How to effectively use other marketing means besides price?

3.2 Part 2: 3D Home Design Tool and Multi-Company Marketing Environment

3.2.1 Demonstration Software

Demonstration video about one of the currently available services served in our
interviews as an example of what the near-future marketing platform might be
like, and was used as an inspiration to the next part of the discussion. From the
various new platforms in commercially motivated 3D home design, we chose
RoomSketcher to our demonstration, because we find that it currently offers one
of the most comprehensive and easy-to-use mixture of techniques. It is a
Norwegian online home design tool that merges 3D interior design with social
media and has numerous 3D-models of furnishing and renovation artefacts from
the companies involved (Figure 1). The idea is that all the information related to
the products and their acquisition is easily available. Naturally the users can view,
comment, modify and share other users’ (public) designs.

Figure 1: RoomSketcher (http://www.roomsketcher.com)
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3.2.2 Overview: Positive General Estimate

Generally, the demonstration received positive feedback:

“In my opinion, these types of things are partially present-day already, this is the
way (we are going), people want to know and perceive what the new home could
be like.”

Half of the managers had professional experiences about exclusive 3D home
design platforms as potential marketing channels, but only one of the interviewees
had heard about the demonstration software. Large construction companies had
pilots about their own similar services already five or six years ago, but they were
terminated due to lack of use, supposedly partly because of heaviness and poor
usability. Since then, there have been significant technical improvements
considering browser interfaces (like AJAX), which have made it easier to
overcome these problems.

3.2.3 Challenges: User Experience, Visibility and Competition

User experience and especially ease of use was seen as a key factor for the success
of this type of service. “Visually appealing” and “inspirational” were the terms
used in describing the needed characteristics. Equally important challenge was the
adequate amount of users: In some opinions, it was seen natural or even vital, that
the service would operate in association with popular real estate portals like
Etuovi or Oikotie. If the service would be popular enough, it would be a natural
option also for other forms of online advertising:

“…if the service has enough (consumer) mass, it is likely to be an option for any
community, which has lots of crowd.”

The large amount of different businesses and further the even larger amount of
different interior elements roused slightly controversial questions. The visibility of
company’s own product was an evident, though not always frankly admitted,
concern. On the other hand, the collection of products should be sufficient and
that, according to one respondent, could create a problem:

“You (the consumer) would have to find all the possible choices – and that is a
hell of a lot of stuff, and structuring that information is the (second) biggest
problem. If it’s lacking stuff, it won’t work well in my opinion.”

The obvious challenge in multi-company portal is the challenge of competition.
One manager saw nothing new in this, since they were already operating in real
estate portals (for example) with their rivals. Others had more ambiguous views;
while the common product catalogue merged with unpredictable consumer
behavior was clearly a concern, it was also seen as a possibility:

“Like I said before, we wish to distinguish ourselves (from our rivals), it is a
competitive advantage. Considering this, it would not be nice to have a competitor
from the same field there with us… But in the other hand, if it would be open… If
people could just try and see what they like, then it would be pretty fair, it is in the
head of the consumer then, what she likes.”
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3.2.4 3D Home Design Tool in Marketing Portfolio

Although the demonstration software was generally seen in positive light, and it
included many, if not all, elements that the managers saw important also in their
company’s future marketing, around half of the interviewees were at the moment
less keen in participating in such a platform (Table 3). Focal reason for this was
that the companies wanted the service to be for their products exclusively at least
at the same product category. Other factor that reduced the interest value was that
many of the products had qualities that were hard to visualize, such as
ergonomics, sound or softness. On the other hand, managers were ready to back-
pedal after better acquaintance to the actual realization of the software:

“If the potential to influence on the (purchase) decisions would be found and the
business case would yield, there would be money for this.”

When asked about the preferred payment models for the participation in the
demonstrated marketing environment, the respondents valued simplicity.
Different traffic-based payment models received some endorsement, but time-
based billing was the most popular choice of that moment:

“Monthly fee was a good model before, and we could divide it with our client
easily.”

Sales leads and user information were considered as the most valuable advantages
that software like this could offer, although it was not defined clearly at this point
how the sales leads would be generated. By user information we mean behavioral
data, demographic data, user profile data and also qualitative feedback given by
the users. Visibility in general was also considered valuable. One manager
condensed his view like this:

“When thinking about the ranking, sales leads are number one, the user
experience (data) is next – how did the users utilize our products in that service,
and then who were they and gaining understanding what sorts of people are they
and how we could reach them also in other ways. And then the basic visibility and
the mass, even though it is the last on my list, it is not an insignificant issue.”

The managers were also questioned about the possible extra features that they
would find valuable. 3D modeling service of products was considered a natural
addition, although some managers believed that their existing models would be
good enough. The possibility for seasonal boost in participation and visibility as a
part of campaign or during high season was important. The idea of selling
products through the service had some mild support from some managers, but
mainly the interviewees wanted to use their own – existing and already planned -
sales network.
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Table 3: Companies’ Marketing Interests towards the Demonstrated Platform

Participant
Marketing Interests
in the demonstrated

platform
Comments

C1 Possibly These types of things are involved in the development
of our own online world.

C2 Hardly
We do not necessarily wish to furnish with our
products. Our actual products are invisible (to
inhabitants), and it is hard to visualize clean air.

C3 Hardly
We have been offered tools like these, but we have not
come along. We understood that these would serve
only a small, advanced group of our customers.

C4 Probably This would fit to our marketing.

C5 Probably I could think so... (...) [this would apply for products
that]have an effect on the visual side… on the face.

C6 Hardly
We have a need to build this for our products only.
This is slightly foreign idea, when we do not know the
price and what this brings.

C7 Probably

The strength in this is, that we are already in the right
environment – the consumer and the user is in the
mode and thinking about that environment, where he
places those (products of ours).

C8 Probably
Yes, this could be really suitable for us. Although I
would like to think that we could have our own
software like this.

3.3 Part 3: Marketing Scenarios

At the final part of the interviews, we presented three different marketing
scenarios. First two dealt with the utilization of an open 3D home design tool in a
marketing campaign, and the last one described the use of augmented reality in
apartment sale. Common element in all scenarios was that various companies
operated under same campaign (see Appendix 1 for full descriptions).

Generally, the scenarios were rather close to current reality and easy to understand
for the respondents. Only the last scenario reached a bit further into future: AR
tools are not yet used commercially in B2C renovation planning, although some
pilots exist. Although all scenarios were greeted rather positively, the most
favored scenario varied between respondents.

3.3.1 Scenario 1: A Couple Moving Back to Finland is Making Interior Design for
Their New Home

Companies saw great business potential in the first scenario, although some
managers reminded that their product would not suit best in the actual apartment
buying phase. Linking new apartment with furnishing in a visual way and
bringing service easily available was a positive thing. Skillfulness of the consumer
and reliability of the service provider and the subcontractors was considered
important:

”There must be some confidence; a novice (consumer) can not go through this.
(..) The quarter who sells this must also be a well-known operator. “
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According to respondents, challenges lied in the actual coordination and
realisation of the service. Some managers were also dubious about the real
amount of potential buyers and their know-how about the software and the
process itself. Thus one development idea that came forward more than once was
the adding of consultancy services, like those of a professional interior designer.

3.3.2 Scenario 2: Home Decoration Contest for Bloggers

Bloggers were seen as highly influential group in furnishing: Few of the managers
underlined the power of the bloggers, and none of the managers downplayed their
importance. The scenario was considered to be easily feasible and highly potential
marketing-wise, however the managers wanted to exclude competitive products,
or at least find a perspective that would emphasize their product.

“In here, I don’t see that there would be two competitors (from the same field).
(…) If you are a payer, you must have something in exchange already by so that
your product will be emphasized more”.

Those managers, whose products were - in their belief - less likely to be a part of a
furnishing process, were dubious about the benefits of this campaign. Two
managers though that if some of the bloggers would have specialized in their
product category – say for example in air conditioning, acoustics or sound
systems – they would see much more potential in this scenario. One interviewee
envisioned the scenario a bit further:

“If you think that something like this would be connected to marketing, so in some
ways after the change of residence or purchasing the people could tell and share
something about the living (in that new environment).”

3.3.3 Scenario 3: Augmented Reality Tool in Apartment Sale

The last scenario received highly positive feedback from those managers, whose
businesses operated in renovation field:

“This last one has clearly the strongest marketing potential. It is interesting how
come nobody offered this to us before. Even if you don’t include the furniture, but
just do the renovation, it would be a huge increase in service.”

Other respondents were less keen. While the AR-tablet was greeted as a great tool
for apartment sales and communication in general, connecting renovation with
interior elements did not seem like a highly workable idea. Furnishing
investments were expected to take place after the renovation, not concurrently.

4 Conclusions

The managers of this study were curious and up-to-date but considerate when it
comes to digital marketing. The sampling of this study is not statistically
representative and the interviews are not fully comparable, but several preliminary
conclusions can be made.
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This study indicates that nationwide small and medium-sized enterprises are likely
to be the early adopters of a third party 3D home design environment. Larger
corporations have already invested heavily in their own online services and
strategies, and are likely to possess the cutting-edge knowledge about marketing
in their own field. It is also clear that regional enterprises or chain retailers have
little interest in nationwide marketing. Naturally, the corporations evaluate the
profitability of every marketing investment. While the pace and the means of this
evaluation are different, it is obvious that all the corporations have, with the
possible exception of b2b HPAC-seller, business motives to operate in the same
home and housing venues with the consumers.

With the 3D home design tool, the technique itself was not an obstacle to any of
the respondents, but visual appearance and ease of use were seen as fundamental
elements. User participation or social media was more or less an acceptable
feature. However, many of the respondents understood – and right they were –
that pursuing marketing in an environment that mixes common product catalogue
with user created content and social media is unlike anything we have seen in
Finland, and this created uncertainty. In our opinion, such open marketing
environment is highly interesting and important research area.

When charting possible business models in home design environment like the one
demonstrated in this research, it is hard to overrate the value of user information
and its expedient mining. This information is needed for both marketing and
product design purposes. In addition to clearly pointing this out in the interview,
there were several other views that indicate this: the fragmentation of the
advertising markets, the trend towards better targeting and filtering of adverts and
the fact that many managers were seeking ways for better collection and
exploitation of consumer information in their own online services. Also, several
managers saw services as an increasingly important part of their future business,
and useful user information could turn out highly valuable when planning and
carrying out these services.

In online advertising, there are several advanced pricing models and also forever
evolving meters for user behaviour. Slightly surprisingly, the respondents of this
study preferred rather simple payment options, like monthly fee. We would
assume that this is due rather practical reasons: Even smaller companies use
various marketing techniques these days, and many of the companies share the
marketing expenses with manufacturer, retail chain, client or partner. Exact and
time-based costs can be managed and budgeted more effectively.

Common, open and interactive marketing environment - like RoomSketcher - or a
marketing campaign utilizing user generated content and open user participation -
like the blogger scenario- look feasible also when including different or even
competing businesses according to respondents in this study. However, when
planning shared marketing environments or campaigns there are less obvious
challenges besides competition and coordination. Firstly, many of the interior or
renovation products are designed to reduce the demerits of the apartment, like lack
of space or ventilation problems. It could therefore be challenging to include real
estate sellers and interior designing under the same concept. Secondly, there is
discontinuity in the purchase decisions of different products, like with an
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apartment, renovation and decorative pillows. Thus a successful multi-company
marketing environment should attract end-users to use the service in different
phases of their renovation or furnishing project. Thirdly, the big constructors in
Finland like NCC, YIT or Skanska see used apartment sellers – not other
construction companies - as their main competitors, and are likely to operate
willingly in same arenas with them, but less likely to cooperate in same campaign.

This study had some limitations due to its exploratory nature and small sample
size, but it revealed several interesting research questions for future research. The
multi-company marketing environment that is based on user contributions is
particularly interesting: What are the influential forces in such an environment?
How that environment is different from existing online market places, and how
should these differences be taken into account or exploited? How do these
environments change consumer behavior, considering for example the purchase
process? What would be the key characteristics or features that consumers see an
environment like this should have?
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Appendix 1: Scenarios

Scenario 1: A couple moving back to Finland is making interior design for their new
home

A building company, a home furnishing store and some interior design houses are
organizing a campaign to promote sales of new luxury apartments, because most
of the apartments are not yet sold. During the campaign discounts are offered
from a wide range of interior design and furnishing products and materials. A
Finnish couple living abroad notices the campaign immediately.  They have been
living abroad already over twenty years and are now considering to moving back
to Finland.  They want to make moving and starting their living in their new home
as easy as possible. They have made some interior design plans with the service
and sent them by e-mail to their friends and relatives in Finland.

and asked comments from them. They have also sent their interior plans for the
interior design houses which are participating in the campaign.

After some contacting the couple finds a common tone with one interior design
company who takes the responsibility also of furniture assembly and transport.

Scenario 2: Home decoration contest for bloggers

’3D interior design’ service is organizing a contest regarding new homes. Five
popular decoration bloggers/interior designers is are designing the interior of a
similar three bedroom apartment in a new terraced house with the application. The
bloggers have a wide range of different home furnishing products available for the
virtual design to make styles they like. Several home furnishing products stores
offer downloadable models for the service. During one week users can follow the
proceeding of the five different plans, comment the solutions and share the links
for their friends. The most enthusiastic users can make their own versions of the
decoration plans and share them with their friends.
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After a very tight and controversial contest the winner is announced: simple
Scandinavian functionality beats romantic vintage country style. The winning
blogger/interior designer gets money and a lot of publicity. The winner’s interior
designs are actually so popular that a couple of apartment buyers end up making
their home furnishing according to the visions of the contest winner.

Finally the styles of the contest are saved in ’3D interior design’ –service. Many
users are especially interested in 50’s style of home furnishing products and they
are able to see other related products in the service.

Scenario 3: Augmented Reality tool in apartment sale

With the ’3D interior design AR’ service the real estate agencies can re-visualize
the apartment on the spot with new furniture and wallcovering. This happens with
a tablet running special augmented reality software, which adds new elements on
top of current view. These visualizations about the apartment are also viewable in
the agency’s website. The agency can also calculate a cost estimate of any
selected renovation/interior set, and the apartment can be sold with the renovation
and furnishing the customer wants.
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